Introduction {#sec1}
============

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) possess high energy density and capacity, which make them superior to the existing secondary batteries. A typical LIB consists of a graphitic carbon as the anode, a transition metal oxide as the cathode, and a mixture of organic electrolyte solvents and lithium salts.^[@ref1]^ During the first charging process, the electrolyte undergoes a reduction at the anode surface. The reduction reactions then result in the formation of a passivating layer called the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) film on the graphite surface.^[@ref2]^ The SEI film is comprised of inorganic and organic electrolyte decomposition byproducts. This significantly determines the important properties of LIBs, such as safety, cycling life, and specific capacities.^[@ref3]^ Therefore, the study of SEI film formation mechanism and morphology has become very important to develop high-performance LIBs. Adding additives that can facilitate the formation of SEI film is one of the efficient ways to improve performance.

Studies have reported several reductive additives that are very effective in the formation of high-quality SEI film.^[@ref4]^ Experiment data have shown that high-quality SEI film is dense and thin.^[@ref5]^ Ideally, this layer prevents further electrolyte degradation by blocking the transport of electrons, while allowing Li ions to pass through during cycling, leading to a long cycle life. Common reductive additives are vinylene carbonate (VC),^[@ref6]^ ethylene sulfite (ES),^[@ref7]^ fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC),^[@ref8]^ and 1,3-propane sultone (PS).^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ In this study, the additive 1,3-propane sultone (PS) was chosen because it is commonly used in commercial LIBs and has proven to be very effective in improving the performance of LIBs.^[@ref11]^ Moreover, PS can decrease the gas generation and suppress the swelling of the cell.^[@ref12]^ In recent years, some theoretical calculations were carried out for electrolytes and PS. The reductive decomposition mechanism for ethylene carbonate (EC) was studied. In the bulk solvent, EC is likely to undergo one- or two-electron reduction process. The possible termination products show that the formation of Li~2~CO~3~ is slightly more favorable at low EC concentrations, whereas (CH~2~OCO~2~Li)~2~ is favored at high EC concentration.^[@ref13]^ In the propylene carbonate (PC)-based electrolytes, it has been reported that PS is reduced prior to PC to form a stable reduction intermediate. The products from the termination reactions of the primary radical are Li~2~SO~3~, (CH--CH~2~--CH~2~--OSO~2~Li)~2~, and (PC--Li(O~2~S)O(CH~2~)~3~)~2~, which would build up the effective SEI film.^[@ref14]^ Moreover, PS is shown to not only enhance the formation of SEI on the graphite anode case but also other types of electrodes such as silicone-based SiO*~x~* anode. Among different types of additives including PS, VC, and ES, the SEI formed in the presence of PS was found to have the best one with low irreversible capacity and good cycle performance.^[@ref15]^

Through previous works, the basic properties of additive and electrolyte, as well as the possible components of SEI film, were studied. However, the detailed mechanisms that are responsible for the formation of high-quality SEI film by reductive-type additives, like PS, are still unclear. Besides, understanding the mechanisms would also help in developing or screening new additives. In this paper, the systematic method was applied to understand the role of PS and its reduction products compared with that of EC. The density functional theory (DFT) calculation has been carried out for analyzing the effect of 1,3-propane sultone (PS) on the modification of SEI formation. The details of the systematic method are described in the next sections.

Results and Discussion {#sec2}
======================

Scheme of Calculation {#sec2.1}
---------------------

The iterative method is presented in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. First, the most stable reduction states of PS or EC were confirmed, since those initial states are important for the further intermediates as well as the final products which will form the SEI film on the anode surface. Then succeeding reactions with the environment supplies such as Li^+^, EC, and PS itself are considered. The reaction Gibbs free energy is the criterion for the selection of a thermodynamically favorable reaction. The most possible products then proceed to the next round of reactions. In the case of EC, the environment supplies considered were Li^+^, EC, and CO~3~^2--^. The reduction abilities of the products of each round reaction were analyzed. The adiabatic electron affinity (EA~ad~) is defined as the free energy difference between a neutral molecule and its negative ion at their optimized geometry and evaluated using the following expression ([eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"})^[@ref16]^where *G*(optimized neut.) and *G*(optimized anion) are the Gibbs free energies of the optimized neutral system and its negative ion form after gaining an electron, respectively.

![Iterative method to systematically investigate the series reduction-induced reactions. For 1,3-propane sultone (PS), the environment supplies considered are free electron, Li^+^, EC, and PS itself. In contrast, free electron, Li^+^, EC, and CO~3~^2--^ were considered in the EC case.](ao9b04447_0001){#fig1}

The reaction Gibbs free energy, Δ*G*, is defined as the Gibbs free energy difference between the products and the reactants, which is evaluated using the following expression ([eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"})where *G*(reactants) and *G*(products) are the Gibbs free energies of the reactants and products, respectively.

Reduction Reactions of EC and PS {#sec2.2}
--------------------------------

Abe et al. have proven that the energy barrier for lithium ion to intercalate into an anode is around 0.5 eV, which results in a very reductive environment at the anode surface during charging. The electrolyte molecules close to the anode surface are then easily reduced.^[@ref17]^ Therefore, reduction-induced reactions are the main mechanisms for the formation of SEI. The optimized structures and charge distributions of EC and PS in different reduction states in the solvent state are shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. For EC, the neutral EC is the cyclic structure while reduced EC is the ring-opening structure via the cleavage of the C--O bond.^[@ref13]^ Two-electron reduction products of EC decomposed into two parts, which are C~2~H~4~ and CO~3~^2--^. Through the charge analysis, the charge is concentrated on the oxygen atoms of the CO~3~^2--^ part rather than C~2~H~4~.^[@ref18],[@ref19]^ In the case of PS, the neutral PS is the cyclic structure, while the reduced PS is the ring-opening structure via the cleavage of the S--O bond.^[@ref14]^ However, there is no decomposition during the two-electron reduction process of PS, which only results in a longer S--O bond length. The charge distribution of PS is more uniform than EC, which may imply that the structural stability undercharging for PS is superior to that for EC.

![Optimized structures and charge distributions of EC and PS in different reduction states in the solvent state.](ao9b04447_0002){#fig2}

EA~ad~ values and the molecular orbital energies of EC and PS are shown in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. The deviations between our results and refs ([@ref13], [@ref20]) are due to different calculation methods. The negative EA~ad~ of EC and PS implies that both molecules can be reduced in the solvent state. The EA~ad1~ value owing to the first electron reduction of PS is lower than that of EC (−3.29 vs −2.95 eV), which implies that PS has a higher probability to gain one electron and get reduced than EC initially. However, the EA~ad2~ value owing to the second electron reduction of EC is much lower than that of PS (−5.28 vs −4.46 eV). In addition, the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) are also included in the calculation, in which the former is an important value to evaluate the reduction probability. As shown in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}, the LUMO energy of PS is lower than that of EC (−0.043 vs 0.002 eV), indicating that the reduction of PS is prior to EC. Under the consideration that EC and PS gain one electron from the graphite, the ability of PS to gain the first electron in the solvent is superior to that of EC.

###### Adiabatic Electron Affinity (eV) and Molecular Orbitals of the EC and PS in the Solvent State

       electron affinities   molecular orbitals energies                                                      
  ---- --------------------- ----------------------------- -------- --------- --------------------- --------- -----------------------
  EC   --2.95                --2.11 \[^[@ref13]^\]         --5.28   0.002     0.81 \[^[@ref20]^\]   --8.413   --8.25 \[^[@ref20]^\]
  PS   --3.29                --3.27 \[^[@ref14]^\]         --4.46   --0.043   0.37 \[^[@ref20]^\]   --8.286   --8.29 \[^[@ref20]^\]

Reaction Paths of PS and Environment Supplies {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------------

With the addition of PS additive in the EC-based electrolytes, the reduction of PS is superior to that of EC as mentioned above so first consider the reaction of PS^--^ with the environment supplies, such as electrolyte, EC, and Li ions (Li^+^) from lithium salts. The results of the optimized structures after the reactions are presented in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The reaction Gibbs free energy, Δ*G*, is defined by [eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which is a criterion for the selection of favorable reactions. Possible reaction sites were tested in each reaction and here only showed the results of the most negative value of reaction energies.

![Further reactions of PS and environment supplies (energy unit in eV), in which PPS\_*n* represents the product of PS at the reduction stage *n*.](ao9b04447_0003){#fig3}

The compounds PS^--^(EC) and Li^+^PS^--^ were formed after the reactions of PS^--^ with EC and Li^+^, respectively. The positive/negative Δ*G* of PS^--^(EC)/Li^+^PS^--^ implies that PS^--^ do not easily react with EC but can react with Li^+^ to form a stable compound in which the oxygen atoms of PS^--^ are favorite sites for Li^+^ to react and the distances between Li^+^ and two oxygens are 1.93 and 1.99 Å. In the next reaction round, the reduction ability of Li^+^PS^--^ was calculated and (Li^+^PS^--^)^−^ was formed after gaining one more electron. Consider Li^+^PS^--^ as a reactant reacting with the environment supplies, such as EC, Li^+^, and PS, then Li^+^PS^--^(EC), (Li~2~PS)^+^, and Li^+^PS^--^(PS) are formed. The negative Δ*G* values of Li^+^PS^--^(EC) and Li^+^PS^--^(PS) imply that the complex-lithiated compounds can be stably formed, while the positive Δ*G* values of (Li~2~PS)^+^ implies that Li^+^PS^--^ has a weaker tendency to solvate additional Li^+^. Comparing the values of EA~ad~ and Δ*G*, (Li^+^PS^--^)^−^ has the biggest possibility to be formed from Li^+^PS^--^ (EA~ad~ = −4.90 eV). Besides, the EA~ad~ value of the Li^+^PS^--^ is more negative than the EA~ad2~ value of PS (−4.90 vs −4.46 eV), which implies that Li^+^PS^--^ exhibits a higher reduction ability than PS^--^ to suppress the further reduction of PS^--^.

In the next reaction round, the reduction ability of (Li^+^PS^--^)^−^ was calculated and (Li^+^PS^--^)^2--^ was formed after gaining one more electron. It is also worth noting that the EA~ad~ value of (Li^+^PS^--^)^2--^ is much less negative than that of Li^+^PS^--^ (−0.53 vs −4.90 eV), which shows a weaker reduction ability. Similarly, (Li^+^PS^--^)^−^ was considered as a reactant that reacted with EC, Li^+^, and PS and created (Li^+^PS^--^)^−^EC, Li~2~PS, and (Li^+^PS^--^)^−^PS, respectively, with more negative Δ*G* values (−4.83, −5.33, and −4.53 eV) compared to the reactant one. Among products in this reaction round, (Li^+^PS^--^)^−^ shows the highest tendency to solvate additional Li^+^ with different oxygen atoms and form Li~2~PS (Δ*G* = −5.33 eV). As discussed so far, it is suggested that PS formed further products with the aid of the solvation of Li^+^ on the oxygen atoms during the SEI formation: PS → Li^+^PS^--^ (PPS_2) → (Li^+^PS^--^)^−^ (PPS_3) → Li~2~PS (PPS_4).

In the next reaction round, Li~2~PS can be reduced to (Li~2~PS)^−^ after gaining one more electron. The positive value of EA~ad~ of Li~2~PS (EA~ad~ = 0.33 eV) implies that the reduction reaction of Li~2~PS can be terminated. In addition, since there is no reaction site for more Li ions in Li~2~PS, hence, Li~2~PS is considered to react with EC and PS to form Li~2~PS^--^EC and Li~2~PS^--^PS, respectively. The negative values of Δ*G* of Li~2~PS^--^EC and Li~2~PS^--^PS (−4.89 and −4.72 eV) show that Li^+^ in Li~2~PS is a good reaction site to react with the solvent molecules. Comparing the value of EA~ad~ and Δ*G* of products (Li^+^PS^--^)^3--^, Li~2~PS^--^(EC), and Li~2~PS^--^(PS), the second compound has the biggest possibility to be formed with Δ*G* = −4.89 eV. Similarly, Li~2~PS-(EC) can get reduced to (Li~2~PS-EC)^−^ after gaining one more electron. The positive EA~ad~ value of Li~2~PS-EC implies that the reduction reaction can hereby be terminated.

In summary, Li^+^ is the reaction site for the oxygen atoms of EC and PS, and the lithiated compounds are formed and stable in all possible reactions. In the first three reaction rounds, PS, Li^+^PS^--^ (PPS_2), and (Li^+^PS^--^)^−^ (PPS_3) show a higher reduction ability (−3.29, −4.90, and −0.53 eV) than that of Li~2~PS^--^ (PPS_4) and Li~2~PS^--^(EC) (PPS_5) (0.33 and 0.11 eV) in the fourth and fifth reaction rounds. This implies the reaction path can be terminated shortly by adding PS to the electrolyte. This finding is consistent with the behavior of PS additive investigated in PC^--^-based electrolyte of LIB.^[@ref14]^

Reaction Path of EC and Environment Supplies {#sec2.4}
--------------------------------------------

Without the addition of the additive PS, the electrolyte EC will be reduced to the opening-ring EC^--^ so EC^--^ is considered to react with the environment supplies (EC and Li^+^). The results of optimized structures after reactions are presented in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. EC^--^ reacted with EC and Li^+^ and formed C~3~H~4~O~3~^--^EC and C~3~H~4~O~3~^--^Li^+^, respectively. The positive values Δ*G* of C~3~H~4~O~3~^--^EC and C~3~H~4~O~3~^--^Li^+^ imply that EC^--^ is not easy to form new compounds with the environment supplies. However, EC^--^ has a high tendency to be reduced to EC^2--^, which are decomposed into CO~3~^2--^ and C~2~H~4~. Consequently, the reactions of C~2~H~4~ and CO~3~^2--^ with the environment supplies (EC and Li^+^) were taken into account. C~2~H~4~ reacts with EC and Li^+^, leading to C~2~H~4~EC and C~2~H~4~Li^+^, respectively, in which their positive Δ*G* values imply that C~2~H~4~ is not an active reactant and the generation of gas C~2~H~4~ will increase with the reduction of EC. In contrast, CO~3~^2--^ is rather active to form CO~3~^2--^EC, LiCO~3~^--^, and CO~3~^2--^CO~3~^2--^ after reacting with EC, Li^+^, and CO~3~^2--^, respectively. The positive values Δ*G* of CO~3~^2--^EC and CO~3~^2--^CO~3~^2--^ imply that it is not easy to form further products, while the negative value of Δ*G* (−0.54 eV) of LiCO~3~^--^ means that CO~3~^2--^ can form the lithiated compound. LiCO~3~^--^ can gain one electron and get reduced to LiCO~3~^2--^. On the other hand, we consider LiCO~3~^--^ as a reactant that reacts with EC, Li^+^, and CO~3~^2--^ and creates LiCO~3~^--^EC, LiCO~3~^--^CO~3~^2--^, and Li~2~CO~3~ (Δ*G* = −0.20, −0.33, and −0.90 eV, respectively). A comparison of the values of EA~ad~ and Δ*G* in this reaction round shows that Li~2~CO~3~ has the highest possibility to be formed.

![Further reactions of EC and environment supplies (energy unit in eV), in which PEC\_*n* represents the product of EC at the reduction stage *n*.](ao9b04447_0004){#fig4}

In the next reaction round, the reduction abilities of Li~2~CO~3~ were calculated and form Li~2~CO~3~^--^ after gaining one more electron. The negative value of EA (−0.53 eV) implies that the reduction reaction of Li~2~CO~3~^--^ can be continuous. Then, we consider Li~2~CO~3~ as a reactant reacting with EC and CO~3~^2--^ to form Li~2~CO~3~-(EC) and Li~2~CO~3~-(CO~3~^2--^), respectively. The further lithiated compounds can be produced with negative Δ*G* values. Within this reaction round, Li~2~CO~3~-(CO~3~^2--^) (PEC_4) has the biggest possibility to be formed. Similarly, Li~2~CO~3~-(CO~3~^2--^) can get reduced to become (Li~2~CO~3~-(CO~3~^2--^))^−^ with a negative value for EA~ad~, indicating that further reduction reactions for the latter products of EC can be continuous.

In summary, the two-electron reduction of EC has a higher possibility than its one-electron reduction process. With the presence of Li-ion from lithium salt, the lithiated compounds are formed and stable in all possible reactions. In the first and second reaction rounds, EC and LiCO~3~^--^ (PEC_2) show weaker reduction abilities than that of PS and Li^+^PS^--^ (PPS_2). However, in the third and fourth reaction rounds, the EA~ad~ values of PEC_3 and PEC_4 are still negative, which implies that the reduction reactions are continuous.

Reduction Ability of Reactants and Products {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------------------

Based on the aforementioned discussion, the dominant products in each reaction round with PS additive are PS, PS^--^, PPS_2, PPS_4, and PPS_5, whereas the dominant products are EC, C~2~H~4~, CO~3~^2--^, PEC_2, PEC_3, and PEC_4 in the case without PS, as shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The reduction abilities of the dominant products in each reaction round are shown in [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}, in which PS shows a higher reduction ability than that of EC (−3.29 vs −2.95 eV). The former lithiated products from PS show higher reduction abilities (−4.90 vs −0.46 eV), while the latter products show lower reduction abilities (0.33 vs −0.58 eV and 0.11 vs −0.53 eV) compared to the EC case. The negative EA~ad~ value of the products from EC implies that the reduction reactions of EC can continue, while the positive EA value of the latter products from PS implies that the reduction reaction can be terminated. From this viewpoint, compared with that of the electrolyte EC, the reductive-type additive PS would have higher reduction ability initially but lower reduction ability lately and can be terminated. These results would be the critical properties for reductive-type additive PS to form a thin and stable SEI film.

![Optimized structure of the dominant products in each reaction round.](ao9b04447_0005){#fig5}

###### Reduction Abilities of the Dominant Products in Each Reaction Round

  reaction stage          1        2        3        4        5
  ----------------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------
  products\# with PS      PS       PPS_2    PPS_3    PPS_4    PPS_5
  EA~ad1~                 --3.29   --4.90   --0.53   0.33     0.11
  products\# without PS   EC       PEC_2    PEC_3    PEC_4     
  EA~ad1~                 --2.95   --0.46   --0.53   --0.53    

The effect of PS on the SEI formation at the anode could be examined by experimental measurements. It is worth noting that the structural analysis of the SEI layer and the electrochemical performance could be examined by ex situ surface analysis, followed by Fourier transform infrared (FTR), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and electron-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). In addition, NMR spectroscopy is recently considered as a powerful technique for the structural elucidation in the SEI layer. Differential capacity plots and ex situ surface analysis have confirmed that PS is reduced prior to EC and alter the structure of the anode SEI.^[@ref21],[@ref22]^ Moreover, the formation of C~2~H~4~, Li~2~CO~3~, and (CH~2~OCO~2~Li)~2~ due to EC reduction have been confirmed by FTR, XPS, and NMR analysis.^[@ref23]−[@ref25]^ On the other hand, with the PS additive, there results in the production of ROSO~2~Li compound as verified by XPS, EDS, and NMR.^[@ref21],[@ref25],[@ref26]^

Conclusions {#sec3}
===========

The iterative method by the use of DFT calculations has been applied to comprehend the effect of reductive-type additive PS on the mechanism of SEI formation. In the solvent state, with the addition of additive PS, the reduction of PS occurs faster than that of EC and the most stable reduction state is PS^--^. Without the addition of additive PS, the most stable reduction state is EC^2--^, which is decomposed to C~2~H~4~ and CO~3~^2--^. Therefore, with the addition of PS, the generation of C~2~H~4~ is decreased, which means the swelling of the cell can be alleviated.

An inspection of the products in each reaction round shows that they are all composed of lithiated compounds with or without the addition of PS. PS is a reductive-type additive. The reduction abilities of PS and its initial products are high, while those of its latter products are low, which implies that the reduction reaction can be terminated. However, the products from EC show continuous reduction reactions in all reaction rounds. In this way, compared with the electrolyte EC, the reductive-type additive PS has a higher reduction ability in the initial stage but a lower reduction ability in further product steps. Further experimental examinations involving XPS, FTR, NMR, and EDS are necessary for verifying the products from the reduction and termination reactions with and without PS additive. These results would be the critical properties for a reductive-type additive to form a thin and stable SEI film.

Computational Method {#sec4}
====================

The theoretical investigations of the reduction state and the reaction processes have been carried out using DFT with B3LYP methods^[@ref27]−[@ref30]^ using 6-311++G(d,p) basis set as presented in the Gaussian 03 package.^[@ref31]^ The relative energies including zero-point energy (ZPE) correction, Gibbs free energy, and enthalpies are calculated at 298.15 K. Mulliken population analysis^[@ref32]^ with the same basis set was also performed in the Gaussian 03 package. The study employs the conductor-variant polarized continuum model (CPCM),^[@ref33]^ which considers the solute in a molecular cavity presented in a continuum dielectric medium. The dielectric constant of the solvent was set to be 31.6 to mimic the EC/EMC = 1:2 solution, which is commonly used as LIB's electrolyte.^[@ref18]^ However, in this work, only EC is considered for the reaction path calculation since EMC does not affect the SEI layer formation.^[@ref20]^
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